Intense precipitation events associated with landfalling tropical cyclones in response to a warmer climate and increased CO$_2$
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Abstract:

In this work the authors investigate possible changes in the intensity of rainfall events associated with tropical cyclones (TCs) under idealized forcing scenarios, including a uniformly warmer climate, with a special focus on landfalling storms. A new set of experiments designed within the U.S. CLIVAR Hurricane Working Group allows disentangling the relative role of changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide from that played by sea surface temperature (SST) in changing the amount of precipitation associated with TCs in a warmer world. Compared to the present day simulation, we found an increase in TC precipitation under the scenarios involving SST increases. On the other hand, in a CO\textsubscript{2} doubling-only scenario, the changes in TC rainfall are small and we found that, on average, TC rainfall tends to decrease compared to the present day climate. The results of this study highlight the contribution of landfalling TCs to the projected increase in the precipitation changes affecting the tropical coastal regions.
1. Introduction

Heavy precipitation and flooding associated with tropical cyclones (TCs) are responsible for a large number of fatalities and economic damage worldwide (e.g., Rappaport 2000; Pielke et al. 2008; Mendelsohn et al. 2012; Peduzzi et al. 2012). Due in part to the societal and economic relevance of this hazard, studies have focused on the potential changes in heavy rainfall associated with TCs in a warmer climate (Gualdi et al. 2008, Knutson and Tuleya 2004; Hasegawa and Emori, 2005; Knutson et al. 2013). Despite the overall agreement about the tendency of TC-rainfall to increase with greenhouse warming, the uncertainty of the projected changes is large, ranging from +3% to +37% (Knutson and Tuleya 2004, Knutson et al. 2010, 2013).

Models project a well known increase to rainfall over land, both in terms of average and extremes (e.g., Liu et al. 2009, Chou et al. 2009) and a large spatial variability is associated with changes in projected rainfall amount (Trenberth et al. 2011, Scoccimarro et al. 2013). The goal of this study is to quantify the contribution of landfalling TCs to rainfall at different latitudes, as well as its dependence on different idealized climate change scenarios.

TCs can deliver large amounts of precipitation in a relatively short time, and tropical cyclone precipitation (TCP) represents a significant portion of total summer precipitation along the tropical coastal regions (Jiang et al. 2010). For instance Larson et al. (2005) found that TCP contributes up to 20% of the total precipitation over the coast of Mexico. Individual storms can, however, account for more than 90% of the summer rainfall experienced in some regions, such as southern California (Corbosiero et al. 2009) and Australia (Dare et al. 2012), representing a significant water management challenge.

The investigation of TCP response to different idealized global warming scenarios is made possible by the availability of a set of high resolution General Circulation Models (GCMs) and simulations performed following common protocols, within the US-CLIVAR Hurricane Working
Group (http://www.usclivar.org/working-groups/hurricane). In our analyses, we will first assess whether these GCMs are able to reproduce TC rainfall contribution to the total rainfall at the global scale, with particular emphasis on the coastal regions. After the model evaluation, we will examine the changes in TCP for three idealized experiments, doubling CO$_2$, increasing the global sea surface temperature (SST) by 2 K, and a combination of the two. These idealized experiments are not based on projected emission scenarios, but designed to disentangle the role of changes in atmospheric carbon dioxide from the role played by sea surface temperatures in changing the TCs characteristics in a warmer world.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes data, models, simulations and provides an overview of the methodology used. Section 3 presents the results of the analyses, while Section 4 summarizes the main points of the study and concludes the paper.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Reference data

The reference data used in this study are TC tracks and precipitation. For the former, we use TC observational datasets available as 6-hourly data from the National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the U.S. Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC). These datasets include the location of the center of circulation, maximum wind and minimum pressure for all the TCs during the period 1997-2006. Over the same period, the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP; Huffman et al. 2001; Bolvin et al., 2009) represents the reference data to quantify the amount of water associated with TCs. GPCP data set is obtained by combining satellite and rain gage data to provide daily global rainfall estimates with a one degree resolution.

2.2. The climate models
To investigate the ability of GCMs in representing TCP and its possible changes in a warmer climate, we leverage on a set of simulations performed within the US-CLIVAR Hurricane Working Group. Here we focus on two models, one run by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and one by the Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici (CMCC). The GFDL model is a newer version of the High Resolution Atmospheric Model (HIRAM) utilized in Zhao et al. (2009, 2010), and Held and Zhao (2011) for studies of global hurricane climatology, variability, and change with global warming. The main difference is that the HIRAM2.2 incorporates a new land model (GFDL LM3). The atmospheric dynamical core of the model was also updated to improve efficiency and stability. As a result of these changes, there are minor retunings of the atmospheric parameters in the cloud and surface boundary layer parameterizations necessary to achieve the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative balance. This model is also the version of HIRAM used for the GFDL participation in the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC AR5) high-resolution time-slice simulations.

The model uses a finite-volume dynamical core with a cubed-sphere grid topology (Putman and Lin, 2007) and 32 vertical levels. The notation C180 in the model name indicates $180 \times 180$ grid points in each face of the cube; the size of the model grid varies from 43.5 to 61.6 km. The model uses a modified version of the University of Washington Shallow Convection Scheme (UWShCu) (Bretherton et al. 2004, Zhao et al. 2009). The choice of a less intrusive convection scheme is motivated by a desire for allowing the large scale resolved-scale convection to do much of the work.

The CMCC model is ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al. 2003) implemented with a T159 horizontal resolution, corresponding to a Gaussian grid of about $0.758^\circ \times 0.758^\circ$ with 31 hybrid sigma-pressure levels with top at 10 hPa. The parameterization of convection is based on the mass flux concept (Tiedtke 1989), modified following Nordeng (1994). Moist processes are treated using a mass conserving algorithm for the transport (Lin and Rood 1996) of the different water species and potential chemical tracers. The transport is resolved on the Gaussian grid. A more detailed
description of the ECHAM5 atmospheric model performance can be found in Roeckner et al. (2006).

Rather than running the same TC tracking algorithm on both the GFDL and CMCC models, we used the tracks provided by each modelling group (Shaevitz et al. 2013). The TC tracking algorithm for the CMCC model is based on Walsh (1997) and Walsh et al. (2007) and the tracking for the GFDL model is based on Zhao et al. (2009) and Knutson et al. (2007). Detailed information on the ability of climate models in representing TCs can be found in Walsh et al. (2013).

2.3. The simulations

In this study we consider a subset of the simulations available from the US-CLIVAR Hurricane Working Group data set. More specifically, we use the following four experiments:

- **CLIM**: this is a climatological run obtained by repeating the SST climatology over the period 1982-2005 (based on the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature data set - HadISST, Rayner et al. 2003) for ten years. It is used to provide a baseline to contrast with the perturbation studies. Ozone and aerosols forcings are climatological as provided within the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Also radiative gases concentrations are defined according to the 1992 IPCC specifications and described at the web page http://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov/nomads/forms/TropicalCyclones/exper1.html.

- **2C**: this is a doubling CO$_2$ experiment. It is obtained by integrating the models with climatological SST (as in CLIM) but with a doubled concentration of atmospheric CO$_2$ with respect to the CLIM experiment for ten years.

- **2K**: this experiment is obtained by integrating the models with climatological SST (as in CLIM) and adding a 2 K globally-uniform SST anomaly for ten years.

- **2C2K**: This experiment is made by combining the 2K and 2C perturbations.
2.4. Methodology

The amount of rainfall associated with a TC, both in models and observations, is computed by considering the daily precipitation in a $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ box around the center of the storm. According to previous studies (e.g. Lonfat et al. 2004, Larson et al. 2005, Kunkel et al. 2010) a $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ window (here defined as Box1100) is more than enough to include the majority of TC related precipitation in most of the cases. Moreover, to better represent the contribution of the most intense precipitation patterns close to the TC eye (Villarini et al. 2013), we run the analysis also considering a smaller window ($6^\circ \times 6^\circ$, here defined as Box660).

3. Results

3.1. Present day performance

The control simulation (CLIM) performed with the two models reproduces reasonably well the TC count at the global scale for the present climate, with a 9% underestimation for the CMCC model and a 16% overestimation for the GFDL model, compared to the reference value of 93.3 TCs/year obtained from the observation for the period 1997-2006 (Table 1). The CMCC model also tends to significantly underestimate the TC count in the Atlantic basin (not shown) as confirmed by similar analyses using the coupled version of the ECHAM5 atmospheric model (Scoccimarro et al. 2011). The simulated interannual variability is slightly overestimated by both models (Table 1).

In terms of annual precipitation, both models show a positive bias over the tropical belt (not shown), especially over the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ). The difficulty in reproducing the observed precipitation patterns over these areas is a well-known problem common to many atmospheric models and is likely related to a
still unsatisfactory representation of convection and planetary boundary layer processes (Dai, 2006),

though remote processes may also contribute (e.g., Hwang and Frierson 2013).

In this work, we aim to assess the models’ ability in simulating precipitation associated with

TCs, and quantifying their relative changes for the three different idealized global forcing scenarios. To examine the TCP contribution to total precipitation, we accumulated TCP over the 10-year period - representing the present climate and we compared it to the total precipitation for the same period. Figures 1 and 2 show the results for the observations (upper panel) and models (middle and bottom panels), using Box660 and Box1100 windows, respectively. In the observations the TC rainfall represents a large contribution to the total rainfall over the North West Pacific, North East Pacific, and North Western part of the Australian basin. Over these regions, the amount of precipitation contribution due to TCs is as large as about 40%, reaching a maximum of 50% in the North West Pacific. These features are captured by the simulations, despite the tendency of the CMCC model to underestimate the TCP fraction, which is presumably due, at least in part, to the ECHAM5 model deficiency in representing TCs intensity at the global scale and to the lack of TC activity over the Atlantic region (Scoccimarro et al., 2011). Noteworthy, increasing the dimension of the accumulating window (Box1100 in Figure 2 compared to Box660 in Figure 1), the amount of TCP fraction increases especially over the regions with high TC rainfall contributions, suggesting that resorting to a $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ box does not lead to the inclusion of non-TC related rainfall; rather it seems to provide a representation of TCP fraction consistent with Kunkel et al. (2010). Noteworthy, the CMCC model exhibits an excess of TCP in the Bay of Bengal, which might at least in part explain the positive model bias in the mean precipitation over this region (not shown). In terms of absolute values, the modelled TCP zonal average, normalized by TC days (hereafter TCPn) shows maximum values at about $15^\circ$ in both hemispheres (Figure 3). Both CMCC and GFDL models are able to represent the basic aspects of the latitudinal distribution of TCPn, with the GFDL model showing a better agreement to the observations, in particular in the Box1100 case (Figure 3, right panel). Also, focusing on coastal regions (Figure 4), the Box1100 TCPn tends to follow more
closely the observational results compared to Box660 (Figure 5). In the Box1100 case, the model biases are less pronounced, with a positive value of about 6 mm/day south of 25°S in both models and a meridional variability more (less) pronounced for the CMCC (GFDL) model.

3.2. Impact of idealized forcing

In this section we show the results obtained in the 2C, 2K and 2C2K experiments and contrast them to the control simulation (CLIM). Even though the CLIM results using the Box1100 window seems to more closely reproduce the total precipitation associated with TCs in the observations, we computed changes in TCPn using both windows (Box660 and Box1100, left and right panels respectively in Figures 6 and 7). Performing the analyses on both boxes allows the assessment of the changes associated with the most intense precipitation occurring close to the TC eye (i.e. the results obtained with the Box660 window).

Changes in TCPn are very similar for the two models, and show a global increase in the 2K and 2C2K experiments but not for the 2C one. The meridional distribution of TCPn changes (Figure 6) in the 2C case shows negative values over most of the latitudes. On the other hand, the 2K and 2C2K experiments show positive changes up to 45% when considering the average of the two models (figure 6, red and green bold lines). The positive increase is more pronounced in the 2K experiment if compared to the 2C2K one. These results are consistent with Villarini et al. (2013) who found a widespread decrease in rainfall for the most intense TCs for the 2C experiment and a general increase in rainfall when SST was increased by 2K. This statement holds regardless of the distance from the center of circulation and for all the ocean basins.

Focusing on the coastal region (shaded area in figure 4), the TCPn increase in 2K and 2C2K is even more pronounced (Figure 7), up to 200%. In these areas even the 2C experiment shows positive changes in most latitudes. Interestingly the TCPn increase over the coastal regions (Figure 7) is less marked at latitudes already exposed to large amount of TCPn (i.e., between 10°-15° in the northern hemisphere and 10°-20° in the southern hemisphere; see Figure 5) and more evident
northward and equatorward these belts, leading to a more uniform distribution of TCPn with latitude in a warmer climate.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

It is well known that atmospheric moisture content tends to increase at a rate roughly governed by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, while the energy available to drive convection (such as the ability of the troposphere to radiate away latent heat) increases more slowly (e.g., Knutson and Manabe 1995; Allen and Ingram 2002; Held and Soden 2006; Meehl et al. 2007). Therefore in a warmer climate we expect an increase in the water amount associated with phenomena leading to intense precipitation (such as TCs) larger than what it is expected in moderate events (Scoccimarro et al., 2013). Other studies (e.g., Hill and Lackmann 2009, Wu et al. 2012) suggest that larger environmental relative humidity lead to the establishment of wider TCs (associated with larger storms), thus more available precipitable water. In addition Matyas and Cartaya (2009) determined that the TC precipitation distribution is influenced by the degree of outer rainband activity, which, in turn, is related to environmental specific humidity.

Our results show that the TCP is increased in the experiments with a 2K-SST increase. On the other hand, in the simulation with doubling of atmospheric CO$_2$, the changes in TC rainfall are small and we found that, on average, the simulated TC rainfall tends to decrease compared to the present day climate (Figure 6). Since environmental humidity was found to correlate with a larger hurricane rain field (Matyas, 2010), and because we should expect a strong relationship between changes in available precipitable water and changes in TCP, we investigated changes in the vertically integrated atmospheric water content (WCONT) under the different idealized warming scenarios (Figure 8). All the considered experiments show an increase in the water content over the tropical belt. The percentage increase is almost uniform across latitudes (Figure 8, right panel and Table 2), leading to a more pronounced absolute increase over the warmer (equatorial) regions, where the WCONT shows its maxima in the CLIM experiment (not shown). The WCONT
percentage increase is about 1% in 2C (statistically significant at the 95% level according to a t-test, over most of the latitudes, especially in the northern hemisphere, not shown), 18% in 2K and 19% in 2C2K, suggesting that the 1% increment between 2K and 2C2K is mainly due to the higher atmospheric capability to hold moisture induced by the doubling of CO$_2$, as shown in the 2C experiment: in this experiment the globally averaged surface temperature increases of about 0.1K, due to the warming over land. The described WCONT increases follow the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (CC) since climate models obey CC scaling fairly closely (Held and Soden, 2006).

According to the CC, the lower-tropospheric temperature change found in the different experiments (about 0.1 K in the 2C, 2.2 K in the 2K and 2.4 K in the 2C2K) should leads to a WCONT increase of about 1%, 18% and 19% respectively, which is fully consistent with what is obtained from the models.

Despite the increase in WCONT in all of the three warming experiments, the doubling of CO$_2$ tends to reduce TCP, whereas the increase of 2 K in SST tends to increase TCP. The reason should be found in the water balance at the surface: in 2K and 2C2K experiments (2Ks) we found a strong increase of the evaporation rate over the tropics (Figure 9, green and red lines respectively) due to the increase in saturated water vapour pressure at the surface. The 2K-increase in SST leads to a net increase of the evaporation rate (E). This can be easily explained considering that E is proportional to the difference between saturated water vapour at the surface ($e_s$) and water vapour pressure of the lower tropospheric layers ($e_a$), and that $e_s$ depends on surface temperature following an exponential law, whereas $e_a$ follows the same law, scaled by a factor (less than 1) represented by the relative humidity. Therefore an increase in temperature has different impacts on $e_s$ and $e_a$. The doubling of CO$_2$, on the other hand, tends to reduce E (Figure 9, blue line: the reduction is small but statistically significant at the 95% level according to a t-test, over most of the tropical domain, not shown) independently of the boundary conditions. The doubling of CO$_2$ in forced experiments (prescribed SST) induces a weakening effect on E, since the increase in the lower tropospheric temperature leads to an increase in $e_a$, associated with no changes in $e_s$ due to the fixed temperature forcing at
the surface. This effect results in an increase of the atmospheric static stability in the 2C experiment.

The CO$_2$ doubling tends to slow down the global hydrological cycle by about 2% (see Table 2). This is also evident in the meridional distribution of evaporation and precipitation changes (blue lines in Figure 9 and 10, respectively) during the TC season. The 2 K SST increase induces an acceleration of the hydrological cycle of the order of 6-7% that is reduced to 4-5% if associated with the CO$_2$ doubling (Table 2, Figures 9 and 10). The changes found in the hydrological cycle are strongly influenced by the TC precipitation: a 4% / 6% (2C2K / 2K) increase in the average precipitation corresponds to an increase of about 20% / 30% in TC related precipitation.

In summary, the precipitation associated with TCs results in an increase in the experiments with a 2 K-SST increase and to a decrease when atmospheric CO$_2$ is doubled. This is consistent with the water balance at the surface, as a 2 K-increase in SST leads to a net increase of the evaporation rate, while doubling the atmospheric CO$_2$ has the opposite effect. Moreover TCPn (Figure 3) tends to increase in a warmer climate (Figure 6) leading to a more uniform latitudinal distribution of the projected precipitation associated with TCs. This is confirmed over land (Figures 5 and 7) where the TCPn increase is projected in all of the considered warming scenarios.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLIM</th>
<th>2C</th>
<th>2K</th>
<th>2C2K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>MEAN</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBS</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL</td>
<td>109.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>106.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Tropical Cyclone count: TC annual mean number and standard deviation of the TC annual number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CLIM value</th>
<th>2C % change</th>
<th>2K % change</th>
<th>2C2K % change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRECIPITATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC</td>
<td>2.9 [mm/d]</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL</td>
<td>3.0 [mm/d]</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAPORATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC</td>
<td>2.9 [mm/d]</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL</td>
<td>3.0 [mm/d]</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM. WATER CONTENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC</td>
<td>26.1 [Kg/m²]</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL</td>
<td>24.1 [Kg/m²]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Water balance at the global scale.
**Figure captions:**

Fig. 1. Percentage of water associated with TCs in the control simulation CLIM with respect to the total annual precipitation. The accumulation is performed by taking a 6°×6° window centered on the center of circulation. The upper panel refers to the observations, while the central and lower panels to the CMCC and GFDL models, respectively. Units are [%].

Fig. 2. Same as Figure 1 but performing the accumulation for a 10°×10° window.

Fig. 3. TC related precipitation amount in the CLIM experiment and observations as a function of latitude at global scale. Values are normalized by the number of TC days. Units are [mm/d].

Fig. 4. Coastal regions mask. Precipitation over land is accumulated considering the gray region only.

Fig. 5. TC related precipitation amount in the CLIM experiment and observations as a function of latitude computed over considered land regions as defined in Figure 4. Values are normalized by the number of TC days. Units are [mm/day].

Fig. 6. Changes in TC related precipitation amount in the 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude. Results are shown with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. The solid thick lines represent the average of the two models. Units are [%].

Fig. 7. Same as Figure 6 but for the land regions defined in Figure 4.

Fig. 8. Changes in vertically integrated water content (WCONT) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [kg/m²] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).
Fig. 9. Changes in evaporation (EVAP) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [mm/d] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).

Fig. 10. Changes in precipitation (PRECIP) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [mm/d] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).
Fig. 1. Percentage of water associated with TCs in the control simulation CLIM with respect to the total annual precipitation. The accumulation is performed by taking a $6^\circ \times 6^\circ$ window centered on the center of circulation. The upper panel refers to the observations, while the central and lower panels to the CMCC and GFDL models, respectively. Units are [%].
FIG. 2. Same as Figure 1 but performing the accumulation for a $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ window.
Fig. 3. TC related precipitation amount in the CLIM experiment and observations as a function of latitude at the global scale. Values are normalized by the number of TC days. Units are [mm/d].

Fig. 4. Coastal regions mask. Precipitation over land is accumulated considering the gray region only.
Fig. 5. TC related precipitation amounts in the CLIM experiment and observations as a function of latitude computed over considered land regions as defined in Figure 4. Values are normalized by the number of TC days. Units are [mm/day].
Fig. 6. Changes in TC related precipitation amount in the 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude. Results are shown with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. The solid thick lines represent the average of the two models. Units are [%].
Fig. 7. Same as Figure 6 but for the land regions defined in Figure 4.
Fig. 8. Changes in vertically integrated water content (WCONT) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [kg/m²] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).
Fig. 9. Changes in evaporation (EVAP) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [mm/d] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).
Fig. 10. Changes in precipitation (PRECIP) in 2C (blue), 2K (green) and 2C2K (red) experiments as a function of latitude with respect to the CLIM experiment. Solid thin lines represent CMCC results. Dashed thin lines represent GFDL results. Solid thick lines represent averaged values. Northern hemisphere values are computed over JJASON and Southern Hemisphere values are computed over DJFMAM. Units are [mm/d] (left panel) and [%] (right panel).